Dell Monitor eGuide
Finding the Ideal Monitor for
Everyone in Your Organization
Brought to you by Dell and Intel.
Intel Inside®.
Powerful Productivity Inside.
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A Whole New World
of Display Options
Office technology continues to become ever
more powerful, versatile, and efficient, including
display technology, which has made incredible
strides in performance, functionality, agility, precision, and color. Dell is at the forefront of this
rapid evolution of high-performance displays
with innovative, award-winning monitors with a
wide range of sizes, features, and price points.
Dell’s portfolio of monitors helps any user to accomplish any task more quickly, more beautifully,
and with more clarity—all at once. From adaptable workhorse monitors designed to get the job
done, day in and day out, to Ultra HD 4K monitors
that breathe life into every pixel, Dell has the ideal
monitor for every member of your team.

Monitor selection has as much to do with a
user’s personal preferences and their role in
the organization as it does with the industry
in which they work. To put it simply, the “one
monitor fits all” approach does not help individuals to achieve better productivity.
This eGuide is designed to help IT pros choose
the best monitor for every user based on their
job function, the type of content viewed, and
the environment in which the monitors are
being used. It groups users into different categories, then provides “good,” “better,” and
“best” options to help you choose the right
monitor for every user in your organization.

Introduction

3

Call Center and
Warehouse Users
For users working non-stop to process orders, check on inventory, data entry,
and serve customers, a basic, affordably priced monitor makes perfect sense.
But you should also consider screen size, durability, and flexibility—including
adjustable monitors that meet the visual and ergonomic needs of task workers
doing a lot of virtual heavy lifting.

4

Good

Call Center and Warehouse Users

Dell 22 Monitor - E2216H
A 21.5" display with essential features,
an environmentally conscious design,
and proven reliability.

Why the E2216H?

Important Extras

Screen performance:

Convenient controls:

View applications, spreadsheets, and
more on 21.5" of 1920x1080 full HD
clarity with 16.7 million colors.

Easy-access buttons on the monitor’s
front panel.
Plug and view:

Optional mounting:

Compatible with legacy and
current PCs via VGA and
DisplayPort connectivity.

Keep your desk clutter-free by
mounting your VESA® compatible
monitor on the wall or using the
optional Dell Single Monitor Arm.

Eco-conscious:
Features PowerNap technology
that reduces screen brightness
or puts the monitor in sleep mode
when it’s not in use.

Tilt at will:
Work comfortably by tilting the
monitor 5° forward or 21° backward.

Learn more

Call Center and Warehouse Users: Good

5

Better

Call Center and Warehouse Users

Dell 24 Monitor - E2417H
A 23.8" display with an ultrawide viewing
angle, an environmentally conscious
design, and rigorous reliability testing.

Why the E2417H?

Important Extras

Screen performance:

Convenient controls:

View applications, spreadsheets, and
more on 23.8 inches of 1920x1080 full
HD clarity with 16.7 million colors.

Easy-access buttons on the monitor’s
front panel.
Versatility included:

Easy on the eyes:
Reduces harmful blue light emissions with
ComfortView and a flicker-free screen.

Get the flexibility to configure your
monitor with various mounts and stands
for evolving office requirements.

Brilliant at every angle:

Tilt at will:

See consistent colors across an
ultrawide 178°/178° viewing angle
with in-plane switching technology.

Work comfortably by tilting the
monitor 5° forward or 21° backward.

Learn more

Call Center and Warehouse Users: Better
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Best

Call Center and Warehouse Users

Dell 22 Monitor - P2217H
A 21.5" monitor purposefully designed for
comfort and convenience to bring greater
productivity to the workplace, along with
added user comfort and convenience.

Why the P2217H?

Important Extras

Seamless workflow:

Complete clarity:

Slim borders create a smoother and
less obstructed visual experience when
working across multiple monitors.

Get excellent picture quality with
consistent color representation across
an ultrawide viewing angle and a high
4 million: 1 dynamic contrast ratio.

Versatility you can count on:
Enjoy full adjustability to pivot, tilt, adjust
the height, and swivel your monitor to
your exact preference.

Work comfortably with less stress:
Reduce harmful blue light emissions
onscreen with Dell’s ComfortView and
a flicker-free viewing experience.

More ways to stay connected:
Auto Mode:

Multiple connectivity ports on the
bottom and side of the monitor allow
you to easily connect to devices.

Customize the colors and settings of
applications with easy presets.

Learn more

Call Center and Warehouse Users: Best

7

Knowledge Workers
and Desktop Users
From programmers and systems analysts to researchers and academics, these
users require monitors that are not just easy on the eyes, but also the neck and
back. The goal is to provide monitors that make it easy to read and respond to
what’s on screen.

8

Good

Knowledge Workers and Desktop Users

Dell 22 Monitor - P2217H
A 21.5" monitor purposefully designed
to provide comfort, convenience, and
greater productivity to the workplace.

Why the P2217H?

Important Extras

Seemless workflow:

Complete clarity:

Slim borders create a smoother and
less obstructed visual experience when
working across multiple monitors.

Get excellent picture quality with
consistent color representation across
an ultrawide viewing angle and a high
4 million: 1 dynamic contrast ratio.

Versatility you can count on:
Enjoy full adjustability to pivot, tilt, adjust
the height, and swivel your monitor to
your exact preference.

Work comfortably with less stress:
Reduce harmful blue light emissions
onscreen with Dell’s ComfortView and
a flicker-free viewing experience.

More ways to stay connected:
Auto Mode:

Multiple connectivity ports on the
bottom and side of the monitor allow
you to easily connect to devices.

Customize the colors and settings of
applications with easy presets.

Learn more

Knowledge Workers and Desktop Users: Good

9

Better

Knowledge Workers and Desktop Users

Dell 24 Monitor - P2417H
Bring greater productivity to the workplace
with added user comfort and convenience
on this 23.8" display.

Why the P2417H?

Important Extras

Complete clarity:

More seamless workflow:

Get excellent picture quality with
consistent color representation across
an ultrawide viewing angle and a high
4 million: 1 dynamic contrast ratio.

Create a smoother and less obstructed
visual experience when working across
multiple monitors.
Versatility you can count on:

Work comfortably with less stress:

Enjoy full adjustability to pivot, tilt,
adjust the height, and swivel your
monitor to your exact preference.

Reduce harmful blue light emissions
onscreen with direct current and enjoy
a flicker-free viewing experience.

Easy to stay connected:
A more fluid workspace:

Easily connect to various devices with
multiple connectivity ports.

Easily tile and view your software
applications side by side.

Learn more

Knowledge Workers and Desktop Users: Better
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Best

Knowledge Workers and Desktop Users

Dell 24 Monitor - P2418D
From Excel spreadsheets to colorful
PowerPoint presentations, bring out
every detail on this 23.8" QHD display.

Why the P2418D?

Important Extras

Vibrant visuals:

Organization made easy:

Enjoy vivid colors and the precise detail
of 2560x1440 resolution even across a
wide 178°/178° viewing angle.

Stay on task even with multiple open
apps thanks to the Dell Display Manager.
Configure for productivity:

Connect without compromising:

Customize your monitor with various
stands and mounts (including VESA).

Get optimal connectivity for highdefinition QHD content, thanks to the
convenient DisplayPort and HDMI port.

Designed with you in mind:
Tilt, pivot, and swivel a fully adjustable
stand that lets you set up your viewing
experience.

Master multitasking:
Boost productivity with a 3-sided
ultrathin bezel that enables a smooth,
seamless visual experience across
dual monitors.

Learn more

Knowledge Workers and Desktop Users: Best

11

Designers and
Production Artists
Creating vivid, beautiful imagery demands large monitors
with precise resolution and brilliant colors. The right monitor
will ensure that the color on your proofs is perfect, with high
resolution, sharp contrasts and precise clarity.

12

Good

Designers and Production Artists

Dell UltraSharp 27 Monitor
with PremierColor - UP2716D
Count on vivid, accurate color, precise detail,
ultrathin bezels, and ideal color coverage to
meet your demanding standards on this 27"
QHD PremierColor display.

Why the UP2716D?

Important Extras

Wide color coverage:

Seamless viewing:

Get 100% Adobe RB, 100% REC 709, and
98% DCI-P3 for color-critical projects.

Experience a virtually seamless picture
across multiple monitors.

Precise, accurate colors:

Stunning resolution:

Comes factory calibrated with a delta
E of less than 2, making differences
between specified color and onscreen
color indistinguishable to the human eye.

Delivers exceptional clarity with QHD
resolution (2560 x 1440).
Ultrawide angles:
Easily connect to various devices with
multiple connectivity ports.

Detailed depth of image:
Gain a higher level of detail—even in
dark areas—with a color depth of 1.07
billion colors.

Learn more

Designers and Production Artists: Good
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Better

Designers and Production Artists

Dell UltraSharp 32 Ultra
HD 4K Monitor with
PremierColor - UP3216Q
Display your work in beautiful Ultra HD 4K
resolution on our largest Dell UltraSharp
monitor with PremierColor for exceptional
color accuracy and professional standards
on this 31.5" monitor.

Why the UP3216Q?

Important Extras

Wide color coverage:

Magnificent clarity, exceptional detail:

Get wider color coverage with 100% REC
709 and 87% DCI-P3 in addition to 99.5%
Adobe RGB and 100% sRGB to meet
standards of production professionals.

See more in Ultra HD 3840 x 2160 for
four times the resolution of Full HD.
Extremely high pixel density:
See even the tiniest details in videos
and images for uncompromised quality.

Fine-tune your colors:
Use the Custom Color mode or the
user-accessible hardware look-up table
(LUT) to make color adjustments.

Adjust your monitor to the way you work:
Tilt, swivel, and adjust the height of your
monitor to maximize viewing comfort.

Calibrate your monitor:
Use Dell UltraSharp Color Calibration
Solution software with the optional
X-Rite i1Display Pro colorimeter
(sold separately).

Learn more
Designers and Production Artists: Better
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Best

Designers and Production Artists

Dell UltraSharp 27 4K
Monitor - UP2718Q
Do the best work on a monitor that offers
exceptional clarity and enhanced visuals.

Why the UP2718Q?

Important Extras

4K clarity:

Fine-tune precision:

Design and edit your work with
stunning, vivid colors and precise
detail that improves every image.

Customize color parameters to
your preference using the Custom
Color mode.

Enhanced visuals:

Accurate out of the box:

With a peak brightness of 1,000 cd/
m² (at least three times brighter than
most standard SDR displays) you’ll
see deep blacks and bright whites
for true-to-life visuals.

Know your monitor is pre-calibrated on
AdobeRGB and sRGB to an accuracy
of delta E of less than 2.
Simple manageability:
View applications between two
PCs simultaneously on your screen
and manage the content with only
one keyboard and one mouse.

Color accuracy:
Enjoy a greater level of detail with
a color depth of 1.07 billion colors
(that’s 64 times more color depth
than standard monitors) can provide.

Learn more
Designers and Production Artists: Best
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Data Analysts
Users who spend their days looking at spreadsheets and creating financial or
analytical data need clean, crisp, responsive monitors with wide angle views
to clearly see all pertinent information.
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Good

Data Analysts

Dell UltraSharp 29
Monitor - U2917W
Maximize your multitasking potential with an
expansive screen and intuitive productivity
features on this 28.7" monitor.

Why the U2917W?

Important Extras

Multitask with ease:

Brilliant at every angle:

Work more efficiently with an
impressively clear 28.7" screen that
displays multiple applications on one
ultrawide screen.

View more details with WQHD 2560
x 1080 clarity and consistent colors
across an ultrawide 178°/178°
viewing angle.

Dell Easy Arrange:

Certified color accuracy:

Organize your monitor to view
important content where you want it.

Get accurate true-to-life colors right
out of the box with 99% sRGB and
99% REC709 color coverage, with
sRGB providing a delta E of less than 2.

All-in-one view:
Display content from two different PC
sources with Picture-by-Picture and
Picture-in-Picture features.

Work comfortably:
Optimize eye comfort with Dell’s
ComfortView feature and a flickerfree screen.

Learn more

Data Analysts: Good
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Better

Data Analysts

Dell UltraSharp 34 Curved
Monitor - U3417W
Enjoy precision performance on a 34"
curved monitor that enhances your
work environment.

Why the U3417W?

Important Extras

Sensational screening:

Easy on the eyes:

Improve your field of view by reducing
reflection and creating near-uniform
visual focus.

Get consistently clear, sharp views
with WQHD 3440 x 1440 resolution.
Programmed for perfection:

Go deeper into the action:
Experience unmatched immersion with
extended peripheral vision that creates
the sensations of incredible depth and
provides breadth and a wrap-around view.
Work efficiently:
Display and edit content from two PCs
on your screen at once, using a single
keyboard and mouse.

Benefit from 99% sRGB straight out of
the box with pre-calibrated color.
A sensory experience:
Enjoy enhanced audio and impressive
visuals on a huge 34" monitor with an
ultrawide 21:9 aspect ratio and powerful
dual 9W speakers for high-level sound.

Learn more

Data Analysts: Better
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Best

Data Analysts

Dell UltraSharp 38 Curved
Monitor - U3818DW
Expansive views and incredibly detailed
visuals let you focus on performance on
this 37.5" monitor.

Why the U3818DW?

Important Extras

Uniform viewing:

Easy on the eyes:

Work more comfortably and productively
with uniform visual focus that reduces
eye movement across the screen.

Get consistently clear, sharp views
with WQHD 3440 x 1600 resolution.
Programmed for perfection:

Avoid distractions:

Benefit from 99% sRGB straight out
of the box with pre-calibrated color
with a delta E of less than 2.

Delivers approximately 25% more
screen content than a 34" monitor with
an ultrawide curved monitor that has a
21:9 aspect ratio.

Do more with more:
Boost productivity with more screen
space, more tools, and more features,
like USB type C connectivity with 100
watts of power.

Hear what you’re seeing:
Enjoy the quality sound of integrated
9W speakers.

Learn more

Data Analysts: Best
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Executives and
Power Users
Executives and department leaders want high-quality, versatile, and adjustable
monitors that enable them to see the big picture without missing the details.
Choose a large monitor with features and options that enhance multitasking.
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Good

Executives and Power Users

Dell UltraSharp 27 4K
Monitor - U2718Q
Do the best work on a monitor that offers
exceptional clarity and enhanced visuals.

Why the U2718Q?

Important Extras

Incredible realism:

Fine-tune precision:

See the deepest blacks, brightest
whites, and most vibrant colors for
true-to-life visuals.

Customize color parameters to
your preference using the Custom
Color mode.

Details in depth:

Accurate out of the box:

See small details that would otherwise
be lost without a high-contrast ratio of
20,000:1 and 384 local dimming zones.

Know your monitor is pre-calibrated on
AdobeRGB and sRGB to an accuracy
of delta E of less than 2.

Capture every nuance:

Simple manageability:

Experience four times more detail
than Full HD with 3840 x 2160 Ultra
HD 4K resolution.

View applications between two
PCs simultaneously on your screen
and manage the content with only
one keyboard and one mouse.

Learn more

Executives and Power Users: Good
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Better

Executives and Power Users

Dell UltraSharp 34 Curved
Monitor - U3417W
Take your work to the next level with a
monitor that offers better performance
and stunning visuals on this 34" monitor.

Why the U3417W?

Important Extras

Sensational screening:

Easy on the eyes:

Improve your field of view by reducing
reflection and creating near-uniform
visual focus.

Get consistently clear, sharp views
with WQHD 3440 x 1440 resolution.
Programmed for perfection:

Go deeper into the action:
Experience unmatched immersion with
extended peripheral vision that creates
the sensations of incredible depth and
provides breadth and a wrap-around view.
Work efficiently:
Display and edit content from two PCs
on your screen at once, using a single
keyboard and mouse.

Benefit from 99% sRGB straight out of
the box with pre-calibrated color.
A sensory experience:
Enjoy enhanced audio and impressive
visuals on a huge 34" monitor with an
ultrawide 21:9 aspect ratio and powerful
dual 9W speakers for high-level sound.

Learn more

Executives and Power Users: Better
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Best

Executives and Power Users

Dell UltraSharp 38 Curved
Monitor - U3818DW
Expansive views and incredibly detailed
visuals let you focus on performance on
this 37.5" monitor.

Why the U3818DW?

Important Extras

Uniform viewing:

Easy on the eyes:

Work more comfortably and productively
with uniform visual focus that reduces
eye movement across the screen.

Get consistently clear, sharp views
with WQHD 3440 x 1600 resolution.
Programmed for perfection:

Avoid distractions:

Benefit from 99% sRGB straight out
of the box with pre-calibrated color
with a delta E of less than 2.

Delivers approximately 25% more
screen content than a 34" monitor with
an ultrawide curved monitor that has a
21:9 aspect ratio.

Do more with more:
Boost productivity with more screen
space, more tools, and more features,
like USB type C connectivity with 100
watts of power.

Hear what you’re seeing:
Enjoy the quality sound of integrated
9W speakers.

Learn more

Executives and Power Users: Best
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Collaborators
Every user who runs or participates in remote, multi-user meetings will benefit
from monitors that offer performance, resolution, and “touch” activation for
true collaboration.
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Good

Collaborators

Dell 55 Conference Room
Monitor - C5517H
Bring incredible viewing to your
conference rooms with a 55" monitor
that’s perfect for small meetings with
an audience of 4-8 people.

Why the C5517H?

Important Extras

Outstanding view:

Automatic brilliance:

Count on a display that’s optimized for
fonts and keeps text sharp and clear.

Reflect your PC’s resolution with
automatic screen adjustments.

Simple and convenient:

Wireless display:

Enjoy easy connectivity with
DisplayPort, HDMI, and VGA ports
for hassle-free presentations.

Wirelessly connect and share
your content with the room.

Beau

Amazing reliability:
Enjoy peace of mind from the makers
of the #1 monitor brand worldwide.

Easy conferencing:
Transform your monitor into the
ultimate web conferencing hub.

Intel Unite:

Learn more

Equip your display with a Dell OptiPlex
7050 with Intel Unite and transform
your conference room into the ultimate
collaboration hub.

Collaborators: Good
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Better

Collaborators

Dell 70 Interactive Conference
Room Monitor - C7017T
Enhance your conference room or
classroom with this easily managed
and expansive touch monitor.

Why the C7017T?

Important Extras

Large touch display for collaboration:

Supreme interaction:

Encourage group participation with
10-point hand touch capabilities, two
included styluses, and consistent
colors across a wide viewing angle.

Use your hand or one of the two
styluses and get 10-point touch
capabilities that ensure accuracy.
Clear text, images and video:
Beau

Easy to connect and manage:
Quick, optional wireless connectivity and
convenient access to DP, HDMI, and VGA
ports makes setup quick and easy, while
the RS232 and RJ45 interfaces allow for
easy manageability.
Focused brilliance:
Present in Full HD on a 70" screen that
conveniently connects to 1920 x 1080
resolution.

Enhance your presentation visuals for
incredible readability in both small and
medium-sized conference rooms.
Reliable with best-in-class support:
Trust the world’s #1 monitor brand with
the protection of 3-Year Advanced
Exchange Service.
Intel Unite:
Equip your display with a Dell OptiPlex
7050 with Intel Unite and transform
your conference room into the ultimate
collaboration hub.

Learn more
Collaborators: Better
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Best

Collaborators

Dell 86 Interactive Conference
Room Monitor - C8618QT
Interact with a touch-screen monitor of
impressive size and outstanding visual
clarity that’s ideal for larger conference
room settings.

Why the C8618QT?

Important Extras

Exceptional viewing:

Smooth interaction:

Keep viewers captivated with
brilliant 4K resolution.

Write or draw naturally in real time directly
on the screen without any latency.
Great for groups:

Outstanding performance:

Beau

Engage your audience with the
impressive 86-inch touch screen that
lets everyone see clear text and crisp,
vivid visuals.

Optimize fonts and accentuate visuals
even with everyday programs like
Microsoft PowerPoint, Word, and Excel.

User-friendly functionality:

Consistent clarity:

Use the stylus or your finger, as
monitors differentiate between touch
and pen-based interaction.

Reduce the distractions of reflections
and fingerprints with anti-glare and
anti-smudge coatings.

Intel Unite:
Equip your display with a Dell OptiPlex
7050 with Intel Unite and transform
your conference room into the ultimate
collaboration hub.

Learn more
Collaborators: Best
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Mobile Workers
Users who spend a lot of time on the road or in the field need monitors that
offer video conferencing and touch screen interactivity, all through single
cable connections.

28

Good

Mobile Workers

Dell 24 Monitor - P2418D
From Excel spreadsheets to colorful
PowerPoint presentations, bring out
every detail on this 23.8" QHD display.

Why the P2418D?

Important Extras

Vibrant visuals:

Organization made easy:

Enjoy vivid colors and the precise detail
of 2560x1440 resolution even across a
wide 178°/178° viewing angle.

Stay on task even with multiple open
apps thanks to the Dell Display Manager.
Configure for productivity:

Connect without compromising:

Customize your monitor with various
stands and mounts (including VESA).

Get optimal connectivity for highdefinition QHD content, thanks to the
convenient DisplayPort and HDMI port.

Designed with you in mind:
Tilt, pivot, and swivel a fully adjustable
stand that lets you set up your viewing
experience.

Master multitasking:
Boost productivity with a 3-sided
ultrathin bezel that enables a smooth,
seamless visual experience across
dual monitors.

Learn more

Mobile Workers: Good
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Better

Mobile Workers

Dell 24 Monitor Video
Conferencing Monitor - P2418HZ
Bring vivid imagery to any conference room
or classroom with this easily managed and
expansive touch 23.8" monitor.

Why the P2418HZ?

Important Extras

Secure, clear camera:

Hands-free commands:

Engage in meetings and sign on to your
device with Windows Hello, a secure
facial recognition feature.

Initiate features by voice command
with Microsoft Cortana.

Made for multitasking:

Great views from virtually any angle:
Deliver stunning full HD screen clarity with
wide viewing angles and consistent colors.

Quickly begin and end Skype calls
with easy-to-access, on-screen
display buttons.

Clearly communicate:

Suited to your needs:

Benefit from crystal clear audio with
a noise-cancelling mic and two 5W
integrated speakers.

Customize the viewing experience with
a fully adjustable stand that pivots, tilts,
swivels, and adjusts height.

Learn more

Mobile Workers: Better

30

Best

Mobile Workers

Dell 38 UltraSharp Curved
Monitor - U3818DW
Expansive views and incredibly detailed
visuals let you focus on performance.

Why the U3818DW?

Important Extras

Get more out of your display:

More show than tell:

Enjoy an expansive, yet focused
visual presentation that reduces
eye movement across the screen.

Get outstanding detail and consistent
color across a wide viewing angle.
Accurate color, right out of the box:

Visuals are just the start:
See 25% more screen content than
from a standard 34" monitor.

Your monitor comes with 99% sRGB
factory calibration for impressively precise
color with a delta E of less than 2.

An encompassing experience:

Do more with more:

Experience panoramic views and quality
sound from integrated 9W speakers.

Boost productivity with more screen
space, more tools, and more features,
like USB type C connectivity with 100
watts of power.

Learn more

Mobile Workers: Best
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Customer-Facing Users

.

When staff is working directly with customers, it’s important to have monitors
that look sleek, perform flawlessly, and are easy to connect

32

Good

Customer-Facing Users

Dell UltraSharp 25
Monitor - U2518D
See the whole picture and push
productivity to new levels.

Why the U2518D?

Important Extras

Ultimate efficiency:

Multitasking made easy:

See more of your work with an expansive
25" screen that features InfinityEdge, a
virtually borderless display.

Tackle multiple tasks at once when you
choose a multi-monitor setup facilitated
by DisplayPort connectivity.

Boost your productivity:

Works around you:

Hone in on your work with a multi-monitor
setup that’s easy to configure and use.

Customize your view with a fully
adjustable stand that tilts, swivels,
and rotates.

Notice the details:
View clear images with QHD (2560
x 1440) resolution—nearly twice as
crisp as Full HD displays.

Easy on the eyes:
Tilt, pivot, and swivel a fully adjustable
stand that lets you set up your viewing
experience.

Customer-Facing Users: Good

33

Better

Customer-Facing Users

Dell UltraSharp 27 InfinityEdge
Monitor - U2717D
Take your display experience to the edge
with near-seamless multi-monitor viewing
and exceptional color accuracy.

Why the U2717D?

Important Extras

Optimize your view:

Designed with you in mind:

Create an almost seamless viewing
experience with the thinnest borders
ever to grace all four sides of a monitor.

Enjoy full adjustability to pivot, tilt, and
swivel your monitor to the position and
height you desire.
Vivid clarity:

Stunning at every angle:
Maintain consistency of colors across an
ultrawide viewing angle.

Immerse yourself in cohesive multimonitor view with super-thin black
borders and bezel width.

Witness the difference:

Unmatched versatility:

See more with 1.77 times the screen
details on QHD resolution than Full HD.

Connect with HDMI 1.4 (MHL 2.0), DP
1.2, mini-DP 1.2, DP-out, 4 USB 3.0, and
audio line-out ports.

Learn more

Customer-Facing Users: Better

34

Best

Customer-Facing Users

Dell 34 UltraSharp Curved
Monitor - U3417W
Take your work to the next level with a
monitor that offers better performance
and stunning visuals on this 34" monitor.

Why the U3417W?

Important Extras

Sensational screening:

Easy on the eyes:

Improve your field of view by reducing
reflection and creating near-uniform
visual focus.

Get consistently clear, sharp views
with WQHD 3440 x 1440 resolution.
Programmed for perfection:

Go deeper into the action:
Experience unmatched immersion with
extended peripheral vision that creates
the sensations of incredible depth and
provides breadth and a wrap-around view.
Work efficiently:
Display and edit content from two PCs
on your screen at once, using a single
keyboard and mouse.

Benefit from 99% sRGB straight out of
the box with pre-calibrated color.
A sensory experience:
Enjoy enhanced audio and impressive
visuals on a huge 34" monitor with an
ultrawide 21:9 aspect ratio and powerful
dual 9W speakers for high-level sound.

Learn more

Customer-Facing Users: Best

35

Engineering Users
Power users in engineering and IT need size, resolution, and productivity features to ensure every graphic image, strategic formula, or line of code is exactly
what it should be.

36

Good

Engineering Users

Dell UltraSharp 27 4K
Monitor - U2718Q
Do the best work on a monitor that offers
exceptional clarity and enhanced visuals.

Why the U2718Q?

Important Extras

Incredible realism:

Fine-tune precision:

See the deepest blacks, brightest
whites, and most vibrant colors for
true-to-life visuals.

Customize color parameters to
your preference using the Custom
Color mode.

Details in depth:

Accurate out of the box:

See small details that would otherwise
be lost without a high-contrast ratio of
20,000:1 and 384 local dimming zones.

Know your monitor is pre-calibrated on
AdobeRGB and sRGB to an accuracy
of delta E of less than 2.

Capture every nuance:

Simple manageability:

Experience four times more detail
than Full HD with 3840 x 2160 Ultra
HD 4K resolution.

View applications between two
PCs simultaneously on your screen
and manage the content with only
one keyboard and one mouse.

Learn more

Engineering Users: Good

37

Better

Engineering Users

Dell UltraSharp 38 Curved
Monitor - U3818DW
Enjoy expansive views and incredible
visuals from a 37.5" curved monitor with
an InfinityEdge display.

Why the U3818DW?

Important Extras

Get more out of your display:

More show than tell:

Enjoy an expansive, yet focused
visual presentation that reduces
eye movement across the screen.

Get outstanding detail and consistent
color across a wide viewing angle.
Accurate color, right out of the box:

Visuals are just the start:
See 25% more screen content than
from a standard 34" monitor.

Your monitor comes with 99% sRGB
factory calibration for impressively precise
color with a delta E of less than 2.

An encompassing experience:

Do more with more:

Experience panoramic views and quality
sound from integrated 9W speakers.

Boost productivity with more screen
space, more tools, and more features,
like USB type C connectivity with 100
watts of power.

Learn more
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Best

Engineering Users

Dell 43 Ultra HD 4K Multi
Client Monitor - P4317Q
Increase productivity for specialized
users in a single array offering crisp
text, graphics, and colors with the
43" Dell Multi Client Monitor.

Why the P4317Q?

Important Extras

Seamless multi-monitor viewing:

Customized viewing:

See every detail across multiple monitors
without bezels breaking up your view.

Display content from up to four
different inputs simultaneously, with the
capability to easily rearrange or zoom.

Color clarity:
Benefit from colors that stay consistent
across wide-angle viewing up to 178°.

Business-class connectivity:
Use multiple inputs to access key
office applications.

Low reflection:
Manage with ease:

Reduce eye strain with a true matte
finish and low reflection.

Simplify administration with a single array
setup and remote management.

Learn more
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Product Information
Click on the links below to learn more about these stand-out monitors.

Good

Better

Best

Call Center and
Warehouse Users

Dell 22 Monitor - E2216H

Dell 24 Monitor - E2417H

Dell 22 Monitor - P2217H

Knowledge Workers and
Desktop Users

Dell 22 Monitor - P2217H

Dell 24 Monitor - P2417H

Dell 24 Monitor - P2418D

Designers and
Production Artists

Dell UltraSharp 27 Monitor
with PremierColor - UP2716D

Dell UltraSharp 32 Ultra HD
4K Monitor with PremierColor
- UP3216Q

Dell UltraSharp 27 4K Monitor
- UP2718Q

Data Analysts

Dell UltraSharp 29 Monitor U2917W

Dell UltraSharp 34 Curved
Monitor - U3417W

Dell UltraSharp 38 Curved
Monitor - U3818DW

Executives and Power Users

Dell UltraSharp 27 4K Monitor
- U2718Q

Dell UltraSharp 34 Curved
Monitor - U3417W

Dell UltraSharp 38 Curved
Monitor - U3818DW

Collaborators

Dell 55 Conference Room
Monitor - C5517H

Dell 70 Interactive Conference
Room Monitor - C7017T

Dell 86 Interactive Conference
Room Monitor - C8618QT

Mobile Workers

Dell 24 Monitor - P2418D

Dell 24 Monitor Video
Conferencing Monitor P2418HZ

Dell 38 UltraSharp Curved
Monitor - U3818DW

Customer-Facing Users

Dell UltraSharp 25 Monitor U2518D

Dell UltraSharp 27 InfinityEdge
Monitor - U2717D

Dell 34 UltraSharp Curved
Monitor - U3417W

Engineering Users

Dell UltraSharp 27 4K Monitor
- U2718Q

Dell UltraSharp 38 Curved
Monitor - U3818DW

Dell 43 Ultra HD 4K Multi
Client Monitor - P4317Q

Glossary
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Conclusion
Dell has brought together a deep, wide-ranging portfolio of monitors that can
boost the effectiveness of any employee who spends a lot of time in front of a
screen. From size to resolution to touchscreen capabilities, Dell has taken every
need into consideration so you don’t have to spend your time worrying about
screen ratios and connectivity options.
When considering your next monitor purchase, remember that Dell is the #1 monitor
brand worldwide. Only Dell offers the Dell Premium Panel Guarantee that allows a
free panel replacement during the Limited Hardware Warranty period, even if only
one bright pixel is found.
And Dell has you covered with our Advanced Exchange Service which is included
as part of our standard 3-Year Limited Hardware Warranty. You can also upgrade to
ProSupport for 24x7 tech support for help with setup, troubleshooting, and more,
plus Advanced Exchange with next-business-day monitor replacement.

To learn more about Dell’s portfolio of industryleading monitors, visit the Dell Monitors website.
Go to dell.com/monitors to learn more

Brought to you by Dell and Intel.
Intel Inside®.
Powerful Productivity Inside.

